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Abstract

The purpose of this CRADA was to assist in technology transfer from Russia to the US and assist in development of the technology improvements and applications for use in the U.S. and worldwide. Over the period of this work, ORNL has facilitated design, development and demonstration of a low-pressure liquid extractor and development of initial design for high-pressure supercritical CO2 fluid extractor.

Statement of Objectives

The technical objective of this CRADA was to support transfer, to the U.S., of a unique Russian technology for continuous CO2 extraction, including establishing a working relationships between US participant and the facility. This research effort was be performed under seven (7) tasks and the results are described herein:

Task 1 Collection and Confirmation of Ownership and Status of Intellectual Property (IP) and Negotiations on the IP Transfer / Assignment

Completed June, 2005

During the period of report the Contract #4595 effective June 22, 2005 between designers and MCC signed an agreement upon which MCC waived rights in the invention and transferred IP ownership to the developers (Assignment Letter # 558 dated April 16, 2004 in Log # 01-25-31). The Russian patent application was withdrawn.

A draft of a trilateral non-disclosure agreement (MCC-ORNL-Earth First Technologies) has been prepared and circulated to Legal departments of the sides. Negotiations on conveyance and distribution of property for engineering process and equipment between invention’s authors and MCC top-management were carried on. The main principles of further cooperation with the US industrial partner on manufacturing process and equipment promotion to the US and Russian sales-markets were developed. The final decision on this matter will be made at the meeting with the US specialists in August 2005. The work plan was developed to confirm quality system management certification of sub-units, participating in designing and development of the continuous CO2 extraction manufacturing process and equipment in accordance with ISO 9000 requirements.

Task 2: Low Pressure Prototype Finalization and Testing

Completed October, 2005

For the reporting period, design documents have been developed to fabricate the lab-scale CO2
extraction system involving a 5-liter continuous extractor. Annex 1 to this report provides design
description and design drawings.

After completion of the design activities, MCC selected a manufacturer to fabricate some parts of
the extractor, loading/unloading device, and pneumatic drive. Justification for the selection was that it
is a former subsidiary to a well-known spacecraft builder NPO PM which, in the production process, uses
precision instruments and equipment, has a great experience in fabricating complex mechanical systems,
has been certified to ISO 9000, and, for the last years, has fabricated a number of pilot CO2 extraction
systems. In addition, the company’s close location to the MCC simplifies the process of modifying parts
and units to the extraction system and cuts down on transportation and travel expenses.

According to the design documents the Repair and Mechanical Plant (MCC) has began
manufacturing the extractor and auxiliary units and parts for the lab-scale system.

Using the existing systems for sub- and super-critical CO2-extraction, MCC began to determine
the extraction process parameters (caffeine extraction coefficient as a function of pressure, temperature,
extraction time, pressure changes, etc.). These studies were needed for optimization of the CO2
continuous extraction process.

MCC sent to US Technical Monitor a complete package of design documentation for the unit.
MCC indicated that they need to know technical requirements to the materials to be used for the
demonstration to enable process development in the following task. EarthFirst Technologies initially
suggested plant material and were also interested in swine waste extraction.

US Technical Monitor visited MCC in September 2005 and witnessed the existence of the
documentation and parts fabricated at MCC for the prototype. Standard parts have been procured
through ISTC.

The site was prepared for continuous CO2 extraction prototype assembly and demonstration.
The infrastructure, including designing center, physical plant; central plant laboratory, special control
equipment design office, production control department, plant engineer department were aware and
prepared for the prototyping.

Paperwork needed for the transition to ISO 9000 has been prepared as well as complete
prototype requirements.

**Task 3: Delivery and Demonstration of Low Pressure Prototype**

Completed March 2006 (with EarthFirst), demonstrated November 2006 (with Thar
Technologies).

In August 2005, EarthFirst Technologies suffered damage from Katrina and in 2006, resigned as a
partner from the project. A new partner has been identified – Thar Technologies Inc., and a new
CRADA has been executed reorienting further work at the request of the CRADA partner.
Preparations for the prototype delivery started ahead of time, in June 2005. Russian export control
authorities were notified, and the plan has been developed for the exports of 2 items:

- Extractor;

- Design documentation

For the customs extraction plant export registration the following information has been collected:
1. Russian TN VED code is being selected. If the “ready-mounted plant” cannot be classified under one
code in accordance with TN VED it will be necessary to declare each part of the abovementioned plant
separately. If the selected TN VED code falls into double assigned products control list, it will be
required to receive license or competent authorities report to the effect that this commodity has no
military function.
2. The full name of product is being chosen with all specifications (technical, qualitative, quantitative, GOST, brand etc.).

3. Terms of delivery are being discussed in accordance with Incoterms, transport, packing, payments, frontier customs point name, which will be used for plant export.

For design documentation export the following is being selected:
- Russian TN VED code;
- The full product name with the edition type indication – in sheets, booklet etc. The confirming documents showing intellectual activities results will be:
  acceptance/commission reports, license contract/assignation contract, invoices. The delivery has not been implemented because the industrial partner – EarthFirst Technologies resigned from the project.

Thar Technologies Inc. requested removal of the ISO requirements from the project and reconfigured the project with the emphasis on design. With a significant delay, ISTC delivered parts procured for the extractor prototype, and the prototype has been assembled, preapproved by Rosatom, and prepared for the demonstration at MCC.

In September 2006, MCC developers attended an international meeting on CO2 extraction in Japan and presented their papers on the process optimization.

US delegation (Y-12 GIPP Program Manager, US Technical Monitor and Thar Technologies representative) attended the demonstration of the low-pressure prototype performance at MCC. Whereas mechanics of the system deserved high marks and is unique, fluidics had a number of problems which Thar specialists asked to address in order to make a decision on the imports of the prototype into the US. In overall, Thar was very positive about the project and decided to continue co-development of a high-pressure extractor.

**Task 4: Design of High Pressure Prototype** The three parties (ORNL, MCC and Thar) have been actively corresponding and exchanging opinions on the design of high-pressure system. In November 2006, MCC specialists provided Thar, through US Technical Monitor, with their drafts for the high-pressure extractor. Thar completed the review of the design proposed by MCC and offered its own blueprint and concept of the high-pressure valve. US Technical Monitor cleared the document through Export Controls and sent it to MCC with the detailed tasks on specific technical items. MCC reported several major adjustments essential for the expansion of the codevelopmental work with Thar, most notable establishing of a protocol of a limited access to Thar IP (need-to-know procedure). The Russian side has sent some drafts prepared based on Thar requests to ORNL in 2009 attached to this report). By that time, ORNL was no longer involved with the project.
Task 5: High Pressure Prototype Finalization and Testing

The US delegation consisting of two representatives of Thar Technologies and ORNL Technical Monitor traveled to Russia to observe demonstration of the high-pressure extractor (figure on previous page). The demonstration failed as the extractor kept leaking and did not produce any measurable results.

Task 6: Negotiation and Execution of Benefit-Sharing Agreement

In April 2006, Thar and MCC signed mutual NDA (in addition to ORNL-Thar and ORNL-MCC PIAs), and US Technical Monitor verified the contents and sent the final version to MCC. In November 2007, Thar has visited MCC but the Russian side did not engage in those discussions.

Task 7: Delivery and Demonstration of High Pressure Prototype

As ORNL function on the project expired, this task was handled by International Science and Technology Center (ISTC) in Moscow, a DOE-appointed POC for the project. ISTC has been involved in resolving bureaucratic requirements for payment of grants and financial reports for the final two quarters of the project 2008 (Q14, Q15) and then for extension of the project through September 30, 2009. The proposed schedule was compact with many needed actions to take place culminating in a demonstration of the low-pressure extractor in Pittsburg in late November or in the first quarter of 2010. Later, in the summer of 2009, the protocol action plan was revised and deadlines were pushed back about 1-2 weeks for most project financial actions. No final actions on the project followed.

Benefits to the Funding DOE Office’s Mission

The project was funded by the Department of Energy (DOE) National Nuclear Security underemployed Russian former weapons scientists in the development of civilian technologies thus meeting goals of non-proliferation.

Technical Discussion of Work Performed by All Parties

Technical work performed in Russia under ORNL management included development of a low-pressure liquid CO2 extractor, process and system that have been demonstrated to the US delegation. Technical work in Russia also included 6 drafts of design for a high-pressure extractor.

Technical work by Thar included design of high-pressure fluid extractor which the company intended to fabricate and test at the Russian facility.

Subject Inventions (as defined in the CRADA)

None.
Commercialization Possibilities

Commercialization of Russian technologies in the US remains a challenge due to a number of obstacles, including major differences in business rules and models and lack of models and support mechanisms on both sides.

Plans for Future Collaboration

ORNL kept collaborating with Thar Technologies on a number of projects, submitted several joint research proposals, entered into an M&A and other agreements. This project led to an establishment of solid, trusting relationships based on mutual research interests between Thar Technologies/Thar Process and ORNL.

Conclusions

Commercialization of Russian technologies in the US remains a challenge due to a number of obstacles, including major differences in business rules and models and lack of models and support mechanisms on both sides.
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Техническая характеристика

Тип действия экстрактора — \*неустановленный\*

Напрузки — внешний монокомплексный угол подхода, град — 360

Внешний диаметр

Сборка — динамическая

Винт затяжной — червячный — 0.07

Винт подъема машины — 4

Винт подъема винтов — 4

Размеры двигателя — 700

Размеры каретки не указаны, см-240

Техническое условие

Предел прочности электрода подачи — 900 МПа при 0.5<br>хронометражный момент

Предел прочности подачи не менее 900 МПа при 0.5<br>хронометражный момент

**ЭКСТРАКТОР**
Б-Б (положения шара при работе)
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